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stellar phoenix access repair is a comprehensive tool that can safely recover your high-risk, critical data from corrupt access databases. the software assumes
your original database as read-only and uses non-destructive procedure to repair and extract objects from this database. you can repair database corruption

caused by anything inside or outside of access. the software can conveniently recover a broad range of access database objects, including tables, forms, queries,
reports, modules, and macros. for those who are looking to get rid of the above situation, stellar phoenix sql database repair is a perfect solution for them. the

application supports sql server 2014, 2012 and 2010 and the database file format is sql mdf. it is possible to get all the files from the computer, even if the
database is corrupted. one can have the ability to access all the files with the help of the application. stellar phoenix sql database repair has a simple interface

that allows you to use all the features easily. in order to get the full benefit from the functions of this application, you must have a medium-level knowledge of sql
server administration and database management. it is possible to use this application to fix single corrupted record or bulk of corrupted records. the application is
compatible with sql server 2014, 2012 and 2010 and the database file format is mdf. it is possible to include deleted records, for better control over the corrupted
file and for better recovery results. stellar phoenix sql database repair is an advanced tool for microsoft sql server that allows you to repair corrupt databases and
retrieve your data. it has a user-friendly interface that makes it easy to use. this tool works with the database file format mdf and is compatible with the sql server

versions 2012, 2014 and 2016. all files can be repaired by scanning the computer, even if the database is corrupted.
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